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Introduction

 

West CAP is a community action agency that works to solve or alleviate social issues that arise 

in the communities they serve. They accomplish this goal by establishing programs, facilitating 

the construction of facilities, partnering with other agencies, and sometimes directly providing 

resources to people. West CAP is an important institution because they help create necessary 

change in communities by providing important services for people with low incomes, thus 

directly and positively affecting the economy in those areas.  

Audience 

West CAP has three main audiences. For this project, we’ll be focusing on the community at 

large. 

 

Low-income community members: West CAP’s primary audience is the low-income 

community members they serve with various programs and services. Reaching this audience is 

particularly important because they are the ones who benefit most from the West CAP’s 

existence. If they aren’t aware of West CAP, they cannot get the help they need.  

 

Community at large: They are a broad audience of community members in serving Barron, 

Chippewa, Dunn, Pepin, Pierce, Polk, and St. Croix counties. They’re important because they 

are possible donors, voters, and volunteers at West CAP. In order to figure out how to engage 

them, we will need to look at demographic studies of donors and volunteers at West CAP. 

 

Community business: Businesses and organizations within the community are pivotal to 

executing the programs effectively. West CAP doesn’t have all of the resources needed for the 

wide variety of projects they offer. They need to partner with local businesses like real estate 

developers, banks, car dealerships, and rehabilitation services for the housing development, 

financial assistance, vehicle assistance, and education/abuse rehab programs. 

Public Communication Challenge 

West CAP's biggest communication issues right now are brand identity, inexperience with social 

media marketing, and constrained resources. As they detailed in their class visit, the public 

tends to associate them with just one or two of the services they provide such as affordable 

housing. This makes it seem like their brand is much narrower than it is and reduces the appeal 

of West CAP’s programs. One of the potential reasons they are running into this issue is 

because of a lack of experience or consistency on social media. They are also lacking a brand 

identity. Their current presence on Facebook is inconsistent and does not seem to be tailored to 

their primary audiences. We also need to highlight the benefits of West CAP to the local 

communities. Instead of framing their services as handouts (a common misconception among 

their audience), West CAP should be transparent and show how the tax money is returned 

directly to the communities long term. 
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Research Results 

 

Scholarly Research 

Studies on nonprofit organizations highlight the challenges of social media. In a study of 145 

nonprofit advocacy organizations on Twitter, Saxton and Guo determined that public attention is 

the most important part of a successful social media presence. Nonprofits need their voice to be 

heard if they ever want to engage the public. The study supports a hypothesis that “attention is 

positively associated with the size of an organization’s network (i.e., number of followers), its 

volume of speech (i.e., number of tweets sent), and how many “conversations” it joins (i.e., 

number of hashtags employed).” The study recommends growing a nonprofit’s follower base, 

but also points out that the number of followers wasn’t the most important variable to determine 

attention because certain followers can be more influential than others. 

 

Frequency is an important variable in this study. Accounts that tweet more often have a higher 

level of attention. To expand on that, when those tweets include a hashtag, they could insert 

themselves into conversations to reach a larger audience and garner more attention. When 

tweets included a photo, the tweets would often draw more likes, but it had little effect on 

comments or retweets. The study highlights how to gather attention, but points out that attention 

is simply a resource, not an end goal. 

 

An article by Eleftheria Parpis highlights how the Bob Woodruff foundation spread their 

presence through multiple platforms and raised money. “We still needed to use regular media, 

Facebook, YouTube, the Website and email. We needed to round it out,” Lee Woodruff said in 

the article. 

 

According to a roughly translated analysis of the common mistakes on social media, nonprofits 

should adhere to interesting and consistent posts. Each platform will have different needs to 

consider and posting during specified times (fig 1.) is highly encouraged. It should be noted that 

spreading content too thin across too many platforms is detrimental. It also mentions the 

benefits of testimonials. 

 

Fig 1.  

 

 

 
 
 

An analysis of Facebook media finds that the most effective posts use “organizational message 

strategies that are based on two-way symmetry, such as fostering dialogue, giving recognition 

to donors for support, and using direct messages to publics with or without tags.” This is more 

preferable to “public information or two-way asymmetry communication.” This is consistent with 

our findings detailed below. 

https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.lib.uwstout.edu/science/article/pii/S0363811114000241
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West CAP Social Media Audit 

West Cap currently only has a Facebook page they post on pretty irregularly. Sometimes they 

post several times a day and sometimes they go several weeks without posting. There are 649 

people who like the page and 716 people following it. Their posts can be separated into three 

different types: informational, actionable, and appreciations.  

 

Their informational posts tend to be announcements about closings or ways that West CAP is 

helping people. These tend to not do very well, for example, a post about West CAP being 

closed for the holiday has zero likes, shares, or comments. Links to articles written about West 

CAP also get little to no engagement, but that could be because they are shared with no 

additional info, just a link. 

 

For actionable posts, it seems that they primarily post a mix of memes meant to prompt people 

to do something, such as a post that says: 

 

“I'm betting someone needs this reminder  Remember, the key to having good furnace 

efficiency is a clean furnace.” Underneath the post is a meme of Will Farrell yelling “Hey, 

it’s time to change your filter.”  

 

This post received five likes, two shares, and two comments. Several posts about West CAP 

needing volunteers for their literacy program, which included interesting graphics, got no 

engagement.  

 

Appreciations do the best on their Facebook for sure. One notable post included a thank you to 

a man who donated a whole processed pig to the West CAP food pantry. This post has 41 likes, 

five comments, and three shares. This seems to be their most engaged post by far. Another 

post thanking volunteers at West CAP’s food pantry party got 17 likes, 1 comment, and 1 share.  

Other Organizations 

In order to evaluate the content of posts that are the most successful, we looked at several 

other CAP Facebooks, including Mankato Valley Action Council, NEWCAP, Tri-CAP, and 

Menominee Senior Center. We also evaluated Red Cross’ Facebook to see what type of 

engagement larger nonprofits received on specific types of posts. With this information, we’ll be 

able to determine what types of posts would be the most successful on West CAP’s Facebook 

page. 

 

The Mankato Valley Action Council and the Red Cross both find great success by highlighting 

their members and volunteers on Facebook. By using likes as a metric for attention, we found 

that “wordy” posts were often less successful than posts with short and authentic copy. 

Successful posts include personal images. 
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“Wordy” unsuccessful post (3 likes)  

 

 

Concise successful post (31 likes)  
 

 
Posts that praise volunteer work, even just opportunities with no named individuals, frequently 

receive over 300 likes. They start with an exclamation or excited statement and are followed by 

a question and a call for volunteers. The posts frequently utilize hashtags as well. 

 

“Happy Leap Day! How do you plan to spend your extra day? Scheduling a blood 

donation appointment is a quick way to make a lasting impact in a cancer patient's life: 

https://rdcrss.org/2TpYGs4 #GiveBloodToGiveTime” 

 

Posts highlighting historic individuals were also successful. One post about the Red Cross 

founder, Clara Barton, used dignifying language to honor her. They also utilized a hashtag. 

 

Almost 140 years ago, Clara Barton founded the American Red Cross, joining forces 

with a global movement to help those injured on the battlefield. This #RedCrossMonth, 

we're celebrating her legacy and the dedicated volunteers who help fulfill her vision 

today. 

 

A Facebook post highlighting how the Red Cross helped a veteran received over 800 likes. 

They were very specific about his surgery and then praised him for his own involvement. 

 

When U.S. Army veteran David Coyle underwent double bypass surgery in 2018, he 

needed three units of blood. Since recovering, David has been dedicated to passing on 

the kindness. At 94 years old, he has given more than 40 gallons of blood! 

 

A highlight of a very unique experience gained a lot of attention. Earning over 1,700 likes, they 

highlighted an individual who volunteered abroad and added another call to volunteer. They 

were showing a success story. 

https://rdcrss.org/2TpYGs4
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/givebloodtogivetime?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARApLl38KHCCSJRmsPG3J6KhROSHITnZrfaZs5zz0GGC46GpAy4xqrdPPzhLP333_2RWTOFQGC-PxekE4FFRCwhFsMKo5zVLqaOflf1fGTeSDzK8opKKpc3IKPxVIvN0xn_ZOtUE1oQjwCXw__eXmM_jvpDDZVW0cNmDcXSYBixb0sikOuOLc_yKAxCoO9Sq-uAyDqz3H4J70GsHwmfmsxdS4VuGGikB0MpnHxyJBxGFAkpKlHGk_XsREppsPdTAJ5H_d41JVPcXJM4XZPjKRQbh5_G0JxHcLG8BJLXDmnG6eimubkE1QqrYB9H93j_mLC0qZHyB14uOBKh8QA&__tn__=%2ANK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/givebloodtogivetime?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARApLl38KHCCSJRmsPG3J6KhROSHITnZrfaZs5zz0GGC46GpAy4xqrdPPzhLP333_2RWTOFQGC-PxekE4FFRCwhFsMKo5zVLqaOflf1fGTeSDzK8opKKpc3IKPxVIvN0xn_ZOtUE1oQjwCXw__eXmM_jvpDDZVW0cNmDcXSYBixb0sikOuOLc_yKAxCoO9Sq-uAyDqz3H4J70GsHwmfmsxdS4VuGGikB0MpnHxyJBxGFAkpKlHGk_XsREppsPdTAJ5H_d41JVPcXJM4XZPjKRQbh5_G0JxHcLG8BJLXDmnG6eimubkE1QqrYB9H93j_mLC0qZHyB14uOBKh8QA&__tn__=%2ANK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/redcrossmonth?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARABVDLTlQQBBq-KrwsAUWj_SlKtSKPymg9wQ0z7TQbk9Bck12dcnkpibsACyw5S_0OZdgWE5zj4TvQU2FxEWk56KQ08KcbyDhjnIe4keSSpB-LplWe_xaN0DfexBXqQktX_TskLaEcU5whj2b_tX_-uhkIvbZgcVy8rwzxf5Pqu3_PEjwYi7YGr2b-4hvqjGF8_yYCOvGz9UbwPRmWZFtrfNDRHvddQj6AHW5c5DwXYS-uoqmXkFW3O2amDLlT2-tmgTxcJ3Pij2_pNaZJq_2_oNWMlO6njeW4teJFNaw8h7mTgRE1t3AgFDsBHf5aBdC_9iulj36ReLA0U1A&__tn__=%2ANK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/redcrossmonth?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARABVDLTlQQBBq-KrwsAUWj_SlKtSKPymg9wQ0z7TQbk9Bck12dcnkpibsACyw5S_0OZdgWE5zj4TvQU2FxEWk56KQ08KcbyDhjnIe4keSSpB-LplWe_xaN0DfexBXqQktX_TskLaEcU5whj2b_tX_-uhkIvbZgcVy8rwzxf5Pqu3_PEjwYi7YGr2b-4hvqjGF8_yYCOvGz9UbwPRmWZFtrfNDRHvddQj6AHW5c5DwXYS-uoqmXkFW3O2amDLlT2-tmgTxcJ3Pij2_pNaZJq_2_oNWMlO6njeW4teJFNaw8h7mTgRE1t3AgFDsBHf5aBdC_9iulj36ReLA0U1A&__tn__=%2ANK-R
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Lady Elli's experience volunteering with the Red Cross in the U.S. and the Philippines 

offers her a unique perspective. She hopes to one day work at the International 

Committee of the Red Cross in Geneva. We're excited to see what the future holds for 

her! Tap here to become a volunteer like Lady: https://rdcrss.org/32gVL8X 

 

For other CAPs, posts that were merely informative didn’t get very many, if any at all, 

engagement. One post from NEWCAP provided a link telling their followers what to say when 

they call 911. This received no likes or engagement. However, a post from NEWCAP providing 

details about a Food Pantry and thanking those that helped got around 15 likes, making it 

NEWCAP’s most popular recent post. 

 

Tri-CAP provided brief posts about services they offer and stories about those services. A post 

about a family using their DRIVE program with a picture of them gained around 32 likes and 9 

shares. Another detailed the story of a man that donated his car providing a picture and 

thanking him. This post received 20 likes and 2 shares. These were Tri-CAP’s most popular 

recent posts, and they follow the formula discussed earlier in our other research.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://rdcrss.org/32gVL8X?fbclid=IwAR1g9AuFGL6vvC4Hw4biGcEn3JZ2Gsp7opqUWI-s4-vII9i_HQ_y2zPVHsw
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The Menominee Senior Center got the most engagement when they briefly described an event 

that occurred and included pictures of said event. A New Year celebration post gathered around 

19 likes, making it their most liked recent post. This stays consistent with the theme of showing 

people what a CAP does and providing pictures. 

 

 
 

Below are more images of other successful nonprofit Facebook posts for reference 
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Messaging Strategy 

 

Primary Message 

West CAP’s primary message conveys the organization’s desire to fight against poverty by 

providing different services to low-income families, creating more of a sustainable society. 

 

This primary message is based off of West CAP’s mission statement on their website. If West 

CAP successfully conveys this message in their social media, they would likely be able to gain 

more volunteers as well as have more people know about the different types of services that 

they offer. This is because, with conveying the message that their services create a more 

sustainable society, possible volunteers would be more likely to help, seeing as it would benefit 

them and their community. If the types of services that are given are properly talked about and 

conveyed on their social media, then those that need them would be much more likely to use 

them. 

 

Oftentimes, people don’t use these types of services because they don’t know that they exist or 

how to access them. Through our research, we saw that when social media posts that talked 

about the services that were offered and simultaneously thanked the people that helped 

volunteer through these services got the most engagement, thus spreading the information 

about the services that are provided as well as conveying that those who help will be rewarded. 

This shows that the primary message is incredibly important to convey, as it creates 

engagement online. 

Secondary Messages: 

● West CAP is a collaborative agency and works with other agencies to improve 

communities. 

● West CAP is nimble and can assist with things they aren’t currently involved in. 

● West CAP has a variety of existing programs, including affordable housing, food 

pantries, energy assistance, etc. 

● West CAP serves Baron, Chippewa, Dunn, Pepin, Pierce, Polk, and St. Croix counties 

● They accomplish this goal by establishing programs, facilitating the construction of 

facilities, partnering with other agencies, and sometimes directly providing resources to 

people.  

● West CAP is an important institution because they help create necessary change in 

communities by providing important services for people with low incomes, thus directly 

and positively affecting the economy in those areas. 
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Personas

 
The personas below are fictional people representative of West CAP’s social media audience. 

Information such as socio-economic status, political alignments, and levels of social media 

literacy are included to help inform how these personas might interpret West CAP, which 

influences the way we should frame West CAP on social media. It is easier to create messaging 

if you have a specific person in mind.  

Persona 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: Chris Phillips 

Age: 52 

Occupation: Recently Laid-Off Mechanic 

Socio-Economic Status: Less than 30k a year 

Current Knowledge of West Cap: Has heard of West CAP and their food pantry in Boyceville 

but is unaware of West CAP’s other services. 

Political Context: He’s not very politically active or knowledgeable, but he leans more 

conservative on most financial issues. Outside of that, he doesn’t have much political context. 

Social Media: He has a Facebook account that he uses to keep up with family and what’s 

happening in his community. While he’s confident and knowledgeable with using Facebook 

because of his years on the site, he doesn’t have that confidence regarding other social media 

sites or websites in general. He is not active on any other social media platforms. 

Other: This persona was made to consider possibly people that may be looking for different 

services from West CAP. This is a wide category of people, but a person like Chris would likely 

be someone searching for other services by West CAP. 
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Persona 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: Janet Smith 

Age: 63 

Occupation: High School Teacher 

Socio-Economic Status: $45k a year 

Current Knowledge of West CAP: She was helped by West CAP in the 90’s when she was 

struggling financially and unable to find a job. Because of that she knows quite a bit about the 

services that they offer and wants to help give back to the organization. 

Political Context: Janet is pretty politically involved and knowledgeable because of her past 

with West CAP. She advocates for providing assistance for those struggling financially. 

Social Media: She has Facebook because she wanted to stay updated on the lives of her 

children and other family members. Janet isn’t entirely comfortable with technology and social 

media since she didn’t grow up with it, but she’s gradually learning how to use Facebook. She 

will log in for about thirty minutes a day. She doesn’t know how to use other social media sites 

at all. 

Other Information: This persona is based off of a volunteer detailed on the Red Cross 

Facebook page. This shows that there are volunteers that have been helped by nonprofits that 

they help in the past. This is likely an important demographic  
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Persona 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: Lily Kravitz 

Age: 29 

Occupation: Chemical Engineer 

Socio-Economic Status: $75k a year 

Current Knowledge of West CAP: She hardly knows what West CAP is and what it does. She 

has maybe heard it mentioned in passing a couple of times, but, overall, she is unaware of the 

organization. 

Political Context: Lily doesn’t know much about politics in general. She tends to lean more 

conservative regarding financial issues, but, outside of that, she never started to learn or 

understand what politics meant in general. 

Social Media: Being a millennial, Lily has several different social media accounts. She uses 

Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram pretty regularly. She’s pretty comfortable and confident with 

technology and social media usage, and she is quite engaged on the internet in general. She 

spends several hours of her evening on social media almost every day. 

Other Information: This persona was created to parallel people that may not know about West 

CAP but might have the resources and time to help the organization. She would be used to 

consider how we reach this specific group of people. 
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Proposal and Justification

 

Objective of this Social Media Strategy 

A good social media strategy must align with the objectives of its organization. West CAP’s 

objective, and therefore our objective, is to increase general awareness of West CAP and the 

humanitarian work they accomplish in west central Wisconsin. This includes awareness among 

their primary audience, lower-income community members, as well as the community at large. 

We also aim to humanize West CAP. Instead of just being the people who provide specific 

resources, people should feel like West CAP is a part of the community and has a genuine 

interest in it. 

 

We are not aiming to create a ton of extra work for West CAP staff, because they simply don’t 

have the resources to put in a ton of work. We want to help West CAP make the most of their 

social media presence in the simplest ways possible. This includes fine-tuning existing social 

media channels instead of creating brand new ones. Additionally, we want to help West CAP tie 

their social media to many of the things they already do so they can maximize their output on 

social media without creating extra work. 

Plan Outline 

In order to achieve these objectives, we would recommend prioritizing Facebook for West CAP 

while not creating any new social media accounts. If West CAP is later interested in expanding 

to other social media platforms, we would suggest referring to our Scholarly Research section 

where the usage of Twitter is discussed. We would also recommend that West CAP posts on 

their Facebook page at least once a day. If this is not a possibility, then a minimum of three 

times a week is recommended. They can take advantage of the audience they already have on 

Facebook. They will not need to dedicate any time trying to reach an entirely new audience on a 

different platform. They may encounter a problem reaching a younger demographic, starting at 

people around the ages of 18-20, because many do not have Facebook accounts. 

 

There are several different types of posts that generate the most social engagement on 

Facebook and draw in potential volunteers or clients. The first type of post is a community 

engagement post. The content of these posts should highlight an event held by West CAP, a 

service that they offer, or a mix of the two. In the posts, the written copy should be concise. Start 

the post by thanking any volunteers involved with the event/service. If they consent, include 

their name. Afterward, explain what the event or service was or how it helps the community. 

Include at least one photograph, preferably of the event, the volunteers, or the people using the 

service. These posts create a lot of engagement and familiarize people with West CAP, and 

people are more likely to volunteer when they receive praise. The disadvantage is that there 

may not be enough content to create a lot of these posts. 
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The next type of post is a historical post. They would include a historical photo, possibly from 

West CAP or Menomonie’s archives (a potential collaboration with the historical society), and 

then a brief description of something West CAP did in the past. The advantage of these types of 

posts is that they create a lot of engagement and context surrounding the company. Although 

we’ve seen these posts find success on the Red Cross Facebook page, we have not seen if it is 

successful with other CAPs. The final type of post that West CAP should create on Facebook 

would be an informational post. Simple and straightforward, it’s a post conveying simple 

information, such as public safety, details of services, or community statistics. These posts 

should always include a picture. These posts may not generate much engagement, but they 

help to establish credibility while informing the public about important information.  

Justification 

This approach will allow West CAP to prioritize the audience they already have while growing to 

reach a wider one. Facebook is the largest social media network, and it is imperative to focus 

the content to work within the scope of West CAP’s resources. If they spread the resources too 

thin, they will lose engagement simply because the content can’t be optimized. They already 

have an active Facebook account so they have a base to launch an effective campaign. 

Although they may benefit from utilizing other popular platforms like Instagram and Twitter, the 

platforms should not be considered a priority until they have the required time and resources. 

However, it should be noted that other profiles that represent programs they are responsible for, 

like the Farmer’s Market on Instagram, should display their affiliation clearly to promote 

engagement. Many other nonprofits and CAP organizations have found successful engagement 

by prioritizing their Facebook presence. 

 

The posts should be clear in their message and fall into the categories defined above. 

According to our audit of West CAP’s page and other nonprofits, engagement and historical 

posts do very well to humanize the organization, promote the positive effects the organization 

has on the community, and celebrate the individuals who offer their time to help. It’s important to 

establish their credibility as a community-oriented nonprofit instead of a company or 

governmental agency. The informational posts will explicitly display the positive changes they’ve 

made happen.  

 

Posting regularly is important. West CAP is more likely to see positive growth in engagement 

when users become more familiar with their content. However, it should be noted that posting 

more than twice a day can also deter engagement. A minimum of three posts a week is 

recommended to keep engagement high without straining West CAP’s available content, media 

managers, and audience. 
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Social Media Plan 
 

Content Examples 

Community engagement posts. The content of these posts should highlight an event held by 

West CAP, a service that they offer, a volunteer/donation or any combination of the three. 

These posts tend to get the most engagement. 

 

Community Engagement Post Example 1 

 

This was a well-received post made by West CAP in December. 
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Community Engagement Post Example 2 

 

 
 

Community Engagement Post Example 3 
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Community Engagement Post Example 4 

 

 
 

Community Engagement Post Example 5 
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Historical posts. They would include a historical photo, possibly from West CAP or 

Menomonie’s archives (a potential collaboration with the historical society), and then a brief 

description of something West CAP did in the past. 

 

West CAP hasn’t created these types of posts yet, so little is known about the level of success 

within CAP social media pages, but it was effective in other nonprofit Facebook pages such as 

Red Cross, getting up to at least 350 likes. Based on our research, successful posts, “are based 

on two-way symmetry, such as fostering dialogue, giving recognition to donors for support, and 

using direct messages to publics with or without tags.” 

 

The message in these historical posts would show that West CAP has been a part of the 

community for a long time, thus building trust with community members. This builds trust 

because it will help show what West CAP is and how it impacts the community. In these 

historical posts, if old services offered by West CAP are brought up, they are still recognizing 

donors for support, no matter how long ago it was. Possible donors and volunteers will see that 

they will continue to be rewarded by their work, even long in the future. These types of posts 

help foster two-way symmetry in several different ways. 

 

Historical Post Example 1 

 

 
 

  

https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.lib.uwstout.edu/science/article/pii/S0363811114000241
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Historical Post Example 2 
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Informational posts. This is a post conveying simple information, such as public safety, details 

of services, or community statistics. 

 

Informational Post Example 1 

 

 
 

Informational Post Example 2 
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Informational Post Example 3 
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Why Will This Plan Work? 
 

This type of content will create the most engagement and raise awareness for West CAP. If 

content is being shared, then more people will learn about the organization. This includes 

awareness among their primary audience, lower-income community members, as well as the 

community at large. 

 

Oftentimes, people don’t use the services from organizations such as West CAP because they 

don’t know they exist or how to access them. Through our research, we discovered that social 

media posts describing the services offered and thanking people that volunteer received the 

most engagement, thus spreading the information about the services they provide. This type of 

content may also increase the number of volunteers at West CAP. If people are thanked and 

their work is celebrated, people will see that volunteering is appreciated and rewarded. 

 

Another objective is to humanize West CAP. With these types of posts, West CAP won’t just be 

the people who provide specific resources, people should feel like the organization is a part of 

the community and has a genuine interest in it.  
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Tips for the Best Content 
 

Be brief: People are more likely to read posts if they are concise. Based on our research, brief 

posts tend to receive the most engagement. A brief post would be one paragraph, around one 

to four sentences. 

 

Personalize: Posts that appear to be made by a community member rather than a company or 

organization will humanize West CAP. This can make West CAP seem more relatable and 

trustworthy. 

 

Some ways to personalize posts: 

● Include pictures: Make sure to always include pictures with posts, preferably of or with 

people in them. This will show that there are real people behind West CAP that are there 

to offer services. 

● Give names: If possible, give names of volunteers when telling their stories. This will 

show that real people are getting involved with West CAP and that it’s a possibility to 

also volunteer or seek out needed services. 

 

Thank people: This typically applies to community engagement posts detailing the work of 

volunteers. If they are thanked in the post, this will not only humanize West CAP, but it may also 

show that, if a person volunteers, that it would be deeply appreciated and awarded. This may 

also increase the number of people that will volunteer for West CAP. 

 

Use hashtags: Hashtags (#) help insert your content directly into the conversation. Be sure to 

tag hashtags the community is also using. Community members may be searching specific 

hashtags to find information important to them. For example, a post on the West CAP Facebook 

page from Dec. 3, 2019 missed an opportunity to add the tag “#givingtuesday” in the body of the 

post. These should be placed within the paragraphs where the words might appear, or at the 

end of the post. 
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Posting Schedule 
 

If possible, generate a post every day. If this is not a possibility, make a minimum of posts three 

times a week.  

 

Sprout Social, a social media marketing company, released their 2020 data for engagement 

analytics. They found that the best days to post are Wednesday, Thursday and Friday between 

9 am and 3 pm. However, that doesn’t mean the schedule needs to be standardized.  

 

We suggest following three guidelines: 

● If possible, generate a post every day. (If this is not a possibility, make a minimum of 

three posts a week.) 

● Prioritize post times between 9 am and 3 pm. 

● Generate posts that adhere to one of the post types detailed above. 

 

Sprout’s Facebook Engagement Data 

 
 

 

  

https://sproutsocial.com/insights/best-times-to-post-on-social-media/#fb-times
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/best-times-to-post-on-social-media/#fb-times
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Criteria for Evaluating Success 
 

The most successful posts on West CAP’s Facebook page before a new social media plan have 

received around 20 to 45 likes. These are typically for community engagement posts. At least 

20 likes should signify a successful post in this category. Shares and comments are the best 

measure of a successful post because they show that the users are interested in the content 

enough to add effort to their interaction. Multiple shares and any number of comments would 

signify an incredibly successful post. 

Historical posts would also measure success by the same analytics. As these types of posts 

have not been created on West CAP’s Facebook page, it’s difficult to say an exact number. 

More information on successful posts in this category will be gained as this content is shared 

with the public. 

While informational posts don’t tend to receive a lot of likes, the most successful ones have 

received around five to ten shares on West CAP’s page. This shows that the information is 

accessible and important because it is shared around the community. 
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Conclusion
 

The plan outlined above will successfully address the current social media challenges we 

identified for West CAP. By highlighting the wide variety of services instead of posting 

intermittently about a select few, the public is more likely to associate West CAP with more 

services than the affordable housing. They will improve their public image if the robust nature of 

their social programs is better communicated online. 

 

Frequently posting tailored content will drive the message further into the community and 

expand their reach on social media. This tailored content will also give West CAP an identity 

and a voice. They can be a part of the community conversations while being transparent about 

how their money is returned to benefit the communities they serve. The long-term display of 

community support will reframe their services as “handouts,” a common misconception, and the 

public will see West CAP as a supportive organization that supports local economies while 

helping those in need. 
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